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What is Game Analytics?

‣ Game Analytics is the process of discovering and communicating patterns in data 
towards solving problems in business

‣ Source of intelligence to support decision making around:

1. Games and players

2. Process of development

3. Running of the company and its environment

4. Purely frivolous or artistic reasons!

‣ Game Analytics does not mean eliminating experience or common sense but 
empowering these via empirical insights (just like GUR …)



How the game is being played right now, or in the current build. 
Example: measuring the number of daily active players or the average session length of players. What is happening?

Historical patterns: How has behavior evolved over time. Cohort comparisons,  evaluating the result of marketing campaigns, and so on. 
Example: How has class balance in an RPG developed along with game updates? How has the number of retained players per month changed? Did people who signed up in November 

play more than those who signed up in December? What has happened?

How current players will act  in the future. Predicting the future impact of design changes. Informing strategic business planning. 
Example: Churn prediction, predicting purchase patterns, Lifetime Value prediction, forecasting player behaviorWhat is likely to happen?

How a specific design change will impact player behavior at the operational level. Judging the likely impact of a design change on immediate behavior is often done in coordination 
with GUR or via A/B testing. 

Example: Impact on user experience, engagement, monetization, completion rates of adding or modifying a feature or mechanic, such as adding a new social game mode and running 
experiments on potential resulting changes in player retention.

What will happen if I do X?

What changes need to be made to a game in order to encourage specific types of player behavior or performance. 
Example: Operating from knowledge about current behavior, and the causes of the behavior, engineering the required design changes to foster a specific behavioral change.How do I make X happen?

Investigating specific phenomena in player behaviors and their causes. This commonly requires integration with GUR and experimental testing; causal relationships are difficult to 
determine from evidence alone.

Example: Determining if a group of players earning in-game currency very fast are cheating. Invistigating drop-offs in the new user funnel.Why did X happen?

Optimizing an already-known analytical process from any of the above categories. The ultimate goal with optimization is automating the analytics, insights, and responses. 
Example: A game client making changes to the parameters of a game based on a heuristics model at the level of the individual player. Reacting to player state with just-in-time offers 

or incentives.How do I optimize X?



What is happening?

‣ Are our character classes balanced in their gold income potential?
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What has happened?

SpaceSlam – hypothetical match-3 mobile game – retention analysis



What has happened?



What is likely to happen?

Predicting player behavior and the causal factors 



What is likely to happen?

DotA 2 – moba title – win prediction



What will happen if I do X/how do I make X happen?

‣ Determining which factors to manipulate to improve retention 
(machine learning)



How do I optimize X?

‣ Optimizing matchmaking using psychographic profiling
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GA: the GUR value proposition

1. Precise behavioral recording

2. Triangulation

3. Extended reach

4. Large-scale analysis and investigation

5. New data sources

6. Incorporating business metrics

7. Numbers 


